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most popular crime investigation game today, gathering millions of avid fans from more than 200 countries
every day. In Russia, since the fall of 2015, Xbox One can be bought in some online stores. The game should

appear in stores in the US and Europe on November 19, 2015. Prepared by: Tim Borisov. Photo: official
website of the game Reviews and comments Igromir - two days in one place. We need to organize games in an

open area, not in a secret basement. And distribute prizes for activity and victory in them. Dmitry
Porokhovshchikov in general, the game "There is a contact" is simply gorgeous!) The game is very interesting
and addictive. I have never regretted active players, I am glad that I got to this game. It is especially pleasing

that the prizes are really tasty and original. I'm sure those who came to the event would appreciate the game no
worse than the winner) Dmitry It's nice to see that such a game has appeared in Russia, unlike the decaying

West and America, where all games are advertised only in horror films. And, of course, I'm glad that we have
games like "Yes, contact" and the like, which attract young people and help them find themselves in life.

anonymous Good game. Original, interesting, full of surprises. Of the minuses, the first 2 moves will have to
think about what tasks to perform - this is a big omission of the organizers. Dima You can play. There is an
option for victory, for example, to collect 100 people in such a way and win. Very cool game! You can play

more than once! Dima. Funny game. It develops a feeling for people, teaches to see and feel their mood, helps
to realize oneself in work. Alexey The game is wonderful, fun, exciting. You walk in excitement and all the

time it's fun and interesting. I want to play more and more. Yaroslav The game is interesting. With each stage
there is more adrenaline and drive than in real life. Game in one go. I advise everyone! pashka The game is

super, I recommend it to all my friends :) In my life I would not say that I am so fast, it is interesting for me to
play it. Mashulka Played for about 30 times, non-stop. Just one breath, no breaks. I advise all games where
there is something to look for yourself. The risk is really cool, but the truth and the reward are significant.

puffy An interesting game that develops attentiveness, observation, reaction, and of course f
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